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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR MODIFYING 
INTERNET TRAFFIC AND CONTROLLING 

SEARCH RESPONSES 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough indi 
cates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held 
invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding. 

This application claims priority to provisional application 
entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MODIFYING 
INTERNET TRAFFIC AND CONTROLLING SEARCH 
RESPONSES.” filed on Apr. 27, 2007, Ser. No. 60/914,337, 
the contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to computer net 
work transmissions, and more particularly to a system and 
method for modifying internet traffic and controlling search 
responses. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Currently, advertising remains a primary means for deriv 
ing revenue for websites and other web-based applications. 
However, the entire web-based advertising revenue model 
favors a very small number of sites that are positioned to drive 
users to their sites. For example, general purpose search 
engine websites, such as GOOGLE, YAHOO, ASK.COM, 
etc., have a distinct economic advantage since there are only 
a handful of such sites that provide an indispensable service to 
all Web users. Such sites can further harness their economic 
position by controlling search results. For example, Search 
sites can control search results based on who pays to have 
their listing placed higher in the rankings. Thus, content is 
often skewed towards what the advertisers want, as opposed 
to what to users want. 

This model unfortunately provides little opportunity for 
the users themselves (who are the ones actually visiting the 
sites where the advertising occurs) and other third party pro 
viders (who facilitate the process) to economically benefit. 
For instance, a service that provides wireless Web access, 
e.g., at an airport, hotel, etc., is notable to participate in the 
advertising revenue model in an effective manner even 
though they are providing the gateway for countless users to 
access popular websites. Even if the wireless service imple 
ments a portal page that is displayed after a login or connec 
tion, a typical user will quickly navigate to other websites of 
interest. Thus, the advertising revenue is limited for such a 
service. 

Accordingly, a need exists for an improved infrastructure 
for sharing advertising revenue in which revenue can be 
shared with the third party providers who facilitate the net 
working process and the users who drive the process. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A system, method and program product are provided for 
modifying data packets being communicated between a client 
and a Web application to enhance the Web experience of a 
user. In a first aspect there is a system for enhancing searches 
being performed by a search engine application, comprising: 
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2 
a system for monitoring data packets passing through a net 
work node to identify a data packet containing an original 
search query; a system for modifying the data packet contain 
ing the original search query to create a modified search 
query; and a system for forwarding the modified search query 
to the search engine application in place of the original search 
query. 

In a second aspect there is a method for enhancing searches 
being performed by a search engine application, comprising: 
monitoring data packets passing through a network node to 
identify a data packet containing an original search query; 
modifying the data packet containing the original search 
query to create a modified search query; and forwarding the 
modified search query to the search engine application in 
place of the original search query. 

In a third aspect there is a program product stored on a 
computer readable medium, which when executed, causes a 
computer system to enhance a result of a web application, the 
program product comprising: program code for monitoring 
data packets passing through a network node to identify an 
original data packet; program code for modifying the original 
data packet to create a modified data packet; and program 
code for outputting the modified data packet to effectuate an 
enhanced result from the web application. 
The described solution enables a networking apparatus 

(i.e., network node) to be modified with code or specialized 
hardware to provide the ability to modify Internet traffic as the 
traffic passes through the Apparatus based on embedded or 
remote shaping logic received from a centralized computing 
system or server. This technology can thus be used to, e.g., 
provide shaped Internet searches and web site browsing based 
onheuristics, keywords, geographic and/or demographic data 
obtained from the shaping logic. 
An illustrative network node may include, e.g., a router, a 

firewall, a proxy server, a cache server, DHCP Server, DNS 
Server, a HotSpot Gateway, a switch, a hub, a wireless access 
point, a cell tower, a computer, a Web TV box, a cable box, a 
gaming machine, a PDA, a digital TV, a cell phone, etc. 
Illustrative technologies for implementing the features of the 
disclosure may include the use of routing, packet Switching, 
uniform resource locators (URLs), uniform resource indexes 
(URIs), Internet protocol (ip) addresses, ad sense application, 
web searching, DHCP search queries, cookies, and web 
browsing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features of this invention will be more 
readily understood from the following detailed description of 
the various aspects of the invention taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1 depicts a networking environment having a shaping 
service in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 depicts a networking environment having a central 
ized shaping service in accordance with an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
The drawings are merely schematic representations, not 

intended to portray specific parameters of the invention. The 
drawings are intended to depict only typical embodiments of 
the invention, and therefore should not be considered as lim 
iting the scope of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring to drawings, FIG. 1 depicts a network node 11 
that includes a computing system 10 for implementing a 
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shaping service 18. Network node 11 may include any type of 
node that sits between a client 32 and the Web 36. Examples 
include, e.g., routers, firewalls, servers, proxy servers, etc. 
Shaping service 18 generally includes: (1) a monitoring sys 
tem 20 for monitoring data packets being communicated 
between the client 32 and the Web 36; (2) a modification 
system 22 for selectively modifying data packets; (3) shaping 
logic 24 that provides the logic for determining what data 
packets should be modified and how the data packets should 
be modified (e.g., based on a profiling system 26); (4) an 
administrative interface 28 that allows an administrator to, 
among other things, configure the shaping logic 24; and (5) an 
advertising system 29 that allows advertisers to influence data 
packet modifications. 

In one illustrative embodiment, a user 30 interfaces with a 
client 32 (e.g., a browser running on a laptop with a wireless 
card). The client 32 connects to the Web 36 via a wireless 
router (i.e., network node 11). The wireless router may for 
instance be implemented by a service provider to provide web 
access at, e.g., an airport, a hotel, an apartment building, etc. 
During normal operations, data packets pass from client 32 to 
the network node 11 via a first transmission link 40, from the 
network node 11 to the Web 36 via a second transmission link 
42, from the Web 36 back to the network node 11 via a third 
transmission link 44, and from the network node 11 back to 
the client 32 via a fourth transmission link 48. (Although not 
shown, it is understood that various other network nodes may 
reside along these paths.) Shaping service 18 effectively 
monitors the data packets flowing between the client 32 and 
the Web 36 and selectively modifies data packets to enhance 
or otherwise alter the Web experience of user 30. 

For instance, assume user 30 has pointed their browser to a 
Web search engine 37, and submits a query Q. Shaping ser 
Vice 18 would examine the transmitted data packet using 
monitoring system 20, and determine, based on shaping logic 
24, whether the data packet containing the query Q should be 
modified. For instance, assume the user 30 is wirelessly con 
nected to network node 11 from a hotel in Des Moines, Iowa 
that provides a free wireless service option to its guests. If the 
user 30 wanted to search for local restaurants, the user 30 
would typically have to submit search terms that include 
Subject terms such as “restaurant or food or dining, etc. as 
well a location term, e.g., “Des Moines.” In one illustrative 
embodiment, shaping service 18 can be implemented to sim 
plify the process by automatically appending terms, such as a 
Zip code or city name to all search Strings from the hotel, thus 
alleviating the need for the user 30 to type in a location. To 
further enhance the experience, shaping logic 24 could 
append other Such terms. For instance, assume the hotel was 
a luxury hotel, shaping logic 24 could be configured to 
append terms such as “luxury” or “5 star to searches for 
restaurants, under the assumption that most of its guests are 
looking for fine dining. 

Shaping logic 24 could also use a profiling system 26 to 
enhance the shaping process. For example, when user 30 logs 
onto or otherwise accesses network node 11, the user 30 may 
be asked one or more questions (e.g., How old are you? Is 
your visit for business or pleasure? Etc.). The answers can be 
collected and stored in database 28 to forma user profile. Data 
from users can be collected and tracked over time using 
known techniques whenever they use network node 11 (e.g., 
a different question can be asked each time the user recon 
nects to the network node 11). Based on the collected infor 
mation, profiling system can form a profile of the user 30, and 
use the profile to modify data packets, e.g., an inputted query 
Q, from user 30. Similarly, the Web surfing history, purchas 
ing history, etc., of the user 30 could be collected and stored 
in database 28 as profile information. 
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4 
In a further embodiment, shaping service 18 could add 

terms to the query Q as an advertising service via advertising 
system 29. For instance, whenever a user 30 from the hotel 
types "dining, the hotel's restaurant could be added to the 
original search query Q to ensure that hotel's restaurant 
appears in the search results. A paid advertising model could 
likewise be implemented to allow third parties to advertise 
their services to hotel guests. For instance, assume a local 
winery wanted to improve their marketing efforts to guests of 
the hotel. Shaping service 18 could collect a fee to have the 
name of the local winery added to all searches queries Q that 
included standard sightseeing terms, such as “activities' 
“things to do’, etc. Thus, advertising system 29 could be 
utilized to influence how data packets are modified. Any 
technique could be utilized to generate revenue for the shap 
ing service 18, e.g., a pay per modification, an auction based 
program, etc. 

Depending on the network node application, the user 30 
may be put on notice that the network node 11 is implement 
ing a shaping service 18. In some cases, shaping service 18 
may be optional for the user 30, e.g., as a means to offset the 
cost of the wireless service. Thus, if the user 30 did not want 
their queries modified as described above, they could opt out 
of a free wireless service option and select a pay per use 
wireless service option. 

In the example depicted in FIG. 1, shaping service 18 alters 
the query Q as described above and outputs Q'. Then, when 
the search engine 37 obtains the modified query Q', it pro 
cesses the query as it would process any other query and 
returns a set of search results R to the network node 11. 
Accordingly, performance of search engine 37 is not 
impacted by the modified query Q'. The search results Rare 
then passed from the network node 11 back to the client 32. As 
such, the entire process can be seamless to both the user 30 
and the search engine37. An illustrative search String gener 
ated by a search engine web page for a query Q may be 
formatted as follows: 
http://www.searchengine.com/search?hl=en&q=hotels. 
A modified search string for the modified query Q may be 
reformatted as follows: 
http://www.searchengine.com/search?hl=en&q=hotels-- 

luxury. 
In this case, the modified query Q' has added the term luxury 
to the original query Q. 

Note that while the example described above involves a 
system for modifying a search query Submitted to a search 
engine 37, it should be understood that shaping service 18 
could be used with other web applications 39 to strategically 
modify any data packets passing through the network node 11 
in either direction. Various illustrative applications are out 
lined below: 
1. Search Query Shaping: User 30 performs a search or query 
through a search engine on the Web36; shaping service 18 
intercepts and modifies the search or query in one or more 
of the following ways: 
a. adding and/or removing an affiliate id and then forward 

ing it to its destination 
b. adding and/or removing keywords or content and then 

forwarding to its destination 
c. redirecting the search or query to an alternative search 

site or engine 
2. Content Shaping: User 30 views a website on the Web 36: 

shaping service 18 intercepts and modifies the website 
content or web URL in one or more of the following ways: 
a. inserting hyperlinks on existing non-hyperlinked words 

or phrases based on keywords detected in the webpage 
b. inserting advertisements or graphics into the webpage 

based on keywords detected in the webpage 
c. adding and/or removing an affiliate id into the web URL 

and then forwarding it to its destination 
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d. redirecting the URL to an alternative URL 
e. inserting a search bar where the user can perform 

searches or queries 
3. Cookie Shaping: shaping service 18 intercepts a cookie and 

does one or more of the following: 
a. Modifies the content of the cookie and then sends it on 
b. Reads the cookie and logs the information into a data 

base 
c. Allows the cookie to be sent to the user without modi 

fying it, but reads existing cookies to modify searches, 
queries or websites as if it were a “keyword for methods 
defined in numbers one and two above. 

4. XML Shaping: User 30 sends or receives an XML header; 
shaping service 18 intercepts and does one or more of the 
following: 
a. Modifies the content of the XML header and then sends 

it on 
b. Reads the XML header and logs the information into a 

database 
5. Media Shaping: User 30 sends or receives streaming media 

Such as music, video or voice; shaping service 18 intercepts 
the media and does one or more of the following: 
a. Modifies the content of the streaming media and then 

sends it on 
b. Reads the streaming media and logs the information into 

a database 
Monitoring system 20 and modification system 22 can 

utilize any technique(s) for identifying data packets and then 
modifying them. For instance, monitoring system 20 may 
look for packets that include the name of specific web site, 
key words, a URL, etc. In one embodiment, monitoring sys 
tem 20 may monitor URLs embedded in data packets as they 
are passing through network node 11 and if a matching 
address is detected in the URL, modification system 22 can 
shape the data packet by inserting or removing information 
into the URL. In another embodiment, when a keyword is 
detected inside a data packet, an anchor tag with its associated 
URL can be wrapped around the detected keyword forming a 
hyperlink, and inserted into the data packet. 

In some cases, modification system 22 merely adds or 
replaces text in the packets. In other cases, modifications 
might include commands or strategies to enhance results. For 
instance, Some search engines might accept logical operators 
between terms and parenthesis to provide more targeted 
searches. Thus, if an original query was “Italian restaurants'. 
the modified query might be "((Italian Restaurants) AND 
(Des Moines)) OR (Bill's Pasta House). Such a modification 
may force the search engine 37 to parse the query in a pre 
ferred manner. 
As noted above, administrative interface 28 provides a 

mechanism for allowing an administrator 34 to configure the 
shaping logic 24 (e.g., what data to look for and how to 
modify it). In one illustrative embodiment, the administrator 
34 may interface with network node 11 via a centralized 
server 36, which could be composed of multiple servers and 
server locations. In this embodiment, the centralized server 
36 acts as the master controller for multiple “participating 
network nodes 11 that include a shaping service 18. The 
centralized server 36 may send customized real time infor 
mation Such as shaping logic 24 to each participating network 
node 11 via administrative interface 28. Each participating 
network node 11 can in turn send information back to the 
centralized server 36, including traffic logs, shaping activi 
ties, etc. 

Centralized server 36 may also include a database (not 
shown) to provide redundancy for data stored in database 28. 
For performance reasons, shaping service 18 may primarily 
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6 
use database 28 to obtain monitoring system triggers such as 
URLs, keyword sets, location based information Such as lon 
gitude and latitude, profile information, etc. 

Each participating network node 11 may use its IP address, 
unique DNS name, and/or other unique identifier for identi 
fication by centralized server 36. Communication between 
the network node 11 and the centralized server 36 may be 
encrypted. Centralized server 36 can generate statistical met 
rics from collected data and aggregate this information into 
demographic reports and enhanced profile data. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, an alternative embodiment is 
provided in which a remote computing system.50 is utilized to 
provide a centralized shaping service 52 for a plurality of 
local network nodes 58, 60. In this embodiment, the functions 
provided by the shaping service 18 described above with 
regard to FIG. 1 are essentially removed from each partici 
pating local network node and are relocated to remote com 
puting system 50. This significantly simplifies the require 
ments of each local network node 58, 60 and allows the 
shaping logic to managed and implemented in a centralized 
location. In this example, local network node 58 is servicing 
a plurality of clients 54 (e.g., at a first wireless location) and 
local network node 60 is servicing a plurality of clients 56 
(e.g., at a second wireless location). Rather than doing all of 
the processing described above at a plurality of network 
nodes, a proxy relay 62 or the like is utilized to route selected 
data packets to a central location, where a centralized shaping 
service 52 can implement all of the functionality described 
above in FIG. 1. 

For example, assume a client 54 Submits a query Q1 to a 
search engine 66 at a known URL via local network node 58. 
The proxy relay 62 would intercept that message (e.g., based 
on the URL or other criteria) and forward the query Q1 to the 
centralized shaping service 52 on the remote computing sys 
tem 50. Centralized shaping service 52 would perform the 
same functionality as the shaping service 18 described above 
in FIG.1. Namely, it would modify the query Q1 and return a 
modified query Q1', which would then be forwarded to the 
search engine 66. The search engine 66 would then return the 
results back the client 54 via local network node 58. Central 
ized shaping service 52 could thus include shaping logic, a 
profile system, an advertising system, etc. 
The embodiments described herein provide numerous 

advantages over the current state of the art. For instance, 
under traditional approaches, if an organization wants to 
improve there chances of being found on a search engine, they 
need to pay the search engine. However, Internet providers, 
wireless providers and cellular companies (ISPs) are allowing 
users to connect to these search engines as part of an Internet 
usage fee. As more users continue to use these search Ser 
vices, the greater is the burden being put on the ISP to deliver 
a fast reliable Internet solution, but they have no way of 
reaping the financial rewards without raising their rates to the 
end-user. On the flip side, the more searches a user performs, 
the more money the Internet search companies make from 
those that pay to be found on these searches. The described 
embodiments offer an alternative way for organizations to 
advertise on these same search engines and web pages while 
allowing revenue generated from these searches to be shared 
with the ISPs and users from where the search was initiated. 
In doing so, the ISPs will be able to increase revenue to 
support the additional Internet traffic 

Obtaining information based on demographics and loca 
tion of users is becoming more important to both the end 
users and advertisers. Using IP addresses of the end user is a 
common way to try and achieve this, but often it is inaccurate, 
unspecific and unreliable. The described embodiments pro 
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vide more accurate information because the physical location 
of the local network node, and thus the end-user, is known. 
Using the shaping services described herein, the Street 
address and/or the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of 
user locations are known, thus enabling a service that can 
provide more accurate demographic and geographic when 
modifying data packets for Web applications. 

Furthermore, as noted above, the embodiments described 
herein improve search results using profile information. For 
example, considera user whose profile indicates an interestin 
gems and jewelry that is in New York City at a convention. 
The user could access a participating network node and sim 
ply type “stores' in a search engine. The search could be 
augmented with words like "gems and jewelry and return 
stores in New York City that are eitheragem store orajewelry 
store. Merchants that advertise using the advertising system 
described herein would have traffic driven to them and thus 
provide a win-win situation for both the user and the merchant 
because they both obtain enhanced results. The profile helps 
control and guide the user through their searches and assists 
them in tailoring the search results to just what they are 
looking for. Buying trends and previous search patterns 
would be used to enhance the user's profile by adding com 
monkeywords to their profile chosen by the user during their 
searches. Buying habits could also be monitored by storing a 
unique item descriptor Such as a UPC, or manufacturer part 
number, etc., of items they buy through a participating net 
work node. Categorization of the type of products, services, 
or events users purchase or search for could likewise be added 
to user profiles. 

Another application involves cell phone usage. Many cell 
phones have limited key entry and require multi-tapping in 
order to spell words as their search pattern. Some phones 
augmented with T9 have a built in dictionary lookup that 
reduces the number of keystrokes but still require the user to 
fully declare the keywords prior to searching. By allowing the 
user to store their own personal keyword shortcut (e.g., as part 
of their profile), this would significantly reduce the amount of 
key strokes needed to create the keyword desired for their 
search. For example, assume a user wanted to find the closest 
McDonalds Restaurant. The user could register the keystroke 
6-3 and map it to the word "McDonalds'. So once the search 
engine is opened the user could simply type in the number 6, 
the number 3, and enter. The shaping service would recognize 
those keystroke patterns and replace them with the word 
“McDonalds' and then perform a search and return 
McDonald locations nearest to them. Location of the user 
could be determined by either cellphone tower triangulation, 
network access ID, or by GPS tracking. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, shaping service 18 may be 
embodied on any type of computing system 10. Computing 
system 10 (as well as centralized computing system 50 in 
FIG. 2) generally includes a processor 12, input/output (I/O) 
14, memory 16, and bus 17. The processor 12 may comprise 
a single processing unit, or be distributed across one or more 
processing units in one or more locations, e.g., on a client and 
server. Memory 16 may comprise any known type of data 
storage and/or transmission media, including magnetic 
media, optical media, random access memory (RAM), read 
only memory (ROM), a data cache, a data object, etc. More 
over, memory 16 may reside at a single physical location, 
comprising one or more types of data storage, or be distrib 
uted across a plurality of physical systems in various forms. 

I/O 14 may comprise any system for exchanging informa 
tion to/from an external resource. External devices/resources 
may comprise any known type of external device, including a 
monitor/display, speakers, storage, another computer system, 
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8 
a hand-held device, keyboard, mouse, voice recognition sys 
tem, speech output system, printer, facsimile, pager, etc. Bus 
17 provides a communication link between each of the com 
ponents in the computing system 10 and likewise may com 
prise any known type of transmission link, including electri 
cal, optical, wireless, etc. Although not shown, additional 
components, such as cache memory, communication sys 
tems, system software, etc., may be incorporated into com 
puter system 10. 

Access to computing system 10 may be provided over a 
network such as the Internet, a local area network (LAN), a 
wide area network (WAN), a virtual private network (VPN), 
etc. Communication could occur via a direct hardwired con 
nection (e.g., serial port), or via an addressable connection 
that may utilize any combination of wireline and/or wireless 
transmission methods. Moreover, conventional network con 
nectivity, such as Token Ring, Ethernet, WiFi or other con 
ventional communications standards could be used. Still yet, 
connectivity could be provided by conventional TCP/IP sock 
ets-based protocol. In this instance, an Internet service pro 
vider could be used to establish interconnectivity. Further, as 
indicated above, communication could occur in a client 
server or server-server environment. 

It should be appreciated that the teachings of the present 
invention could be offered as a business method on a sub 
Scription or fee basis. For example, computing systems 10 
and 50 comprising a shaping service could be created, main 
tained and/or deployed by a service provider that offers the 
functions described herein for customers. That is, a service 
provider could offer to deploy or provide the ability to shape 
data packets as described above. 

It is understood that in addition to being implemented as a 
system and method, the features may be provided as a pro 
gram product stored on a computer-readable medium, which 
when executed, enables computing system 10 to provide a 
shaping service. To this extent, the computer-readable 
medium may include program code, which implements the 
processes and systems described herein. It is understood that 
the term “computer-readable medium comprises one or 
more of any type of physical embodiment of the program 
code. In particular, the computer-readable medium can com 
prise program code embodied on one or more portable Stor 
age articles of manufacture (e.g., a compact disc, a magnetic 
disk, a tape, etc.), on one or more data storage portions of a 
computing device, such as memory 16 and/or a storage sys 
tem, and/or as a data signal traveling over a network (e.g., 
during a wired/wireless electronic distribution of the program 
product). 
As used herein, it is understood that the terms “program 

code' and "computer program code' are synonymous and 
mean any expression, in any language, code or notation, of a 
set of instructions that cause a computing device having an 
information processing capability to perform a particular 
function either directly or after any combination of the fol 
lowing: (a) conversion to another language, code or notation; 
(b) reproduction in a different material form; and/or (c) 
decompression. To this extent, program code can be embod 
ied as one or more types of program products. Such as an 
application/software program, component software/a library 
of functions, an operating system, a basic I/O System/driver 
for a particular computing and/or I/O device, and the like. 
Further, it is understood that terms such as “component” and 
“system” are synonymous as used herein and represent any 
combination of hardware and/or software capable of per 
forming some function(s). 
The block diagrams in the figures illustrate the architec 

ture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations 
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of systems, methods and computer program products accord 
ing to various embodiments of the present invention. In this 
regard, each block in the block diagrams may represent a 
module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function(s). It should also be noted that the functions 
noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted in the 
figures. For example, two blocks shown in Succession may, in 
fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks 
may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending 
upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that each 
block of the block diagrams can be implemented by special 
purpose hardware-based systems which perform the specified 
functions or acts, or combinations of special purpose hard 
ware and computer instructions. 

Although specific embodiments have been illustrated and 
described herein, those of ordinary skill in the art appreciate 
that any arrangement which is calculated to achieve the same 
purpose may be substituted for the specific embodiments 
shown and that the invention has other applications in other 
environments. This application is intended to cover any adap 
tations or variations of the present invention. The following 
claims are in no way intended to limit the scope of the inven 
tion to the specific embodiments described herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system for enhancing searches, comprising, 
a processor and memory; 
an administrative interface for configuring a shaping logic, 

wherein the shaping logic includes a set of key words 
and an associated modification action to be taken for 
each key word in the set of key words: 

a system for monitoring data packets passing through a 
network node to different websites on the web, wherein 
the system for monitoring examines data packets to 
identify only search-related data packets that include an 
original search query being directed to a general purpose 
search engine website; 

a system for selectively modifying a search-related data 
packet when a key word is detected in the original search 
query to create a modified search query based on the 
associated modification action, wherein the associated 
modification action is independent of an identity of a 
user responsible for the Original search query, and 
wherein the search-related data packet is modified at the 
network node before being forwarded to, and indepen 
dent of the general purpose search engine website; and 

a system for forwarding the search-related data packet 
containing the modified search query to at least one of an 
alternative search engine or the general purpose search 
engine website in place of the original search query. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the system for monitor 
ing determines if the data packet contains a predetermined 
uniform resource locator (URL). 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the system for monitor 
ing determines if the data packet contains a key word. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the network node is a 
rOuter. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the network node is 
selected from the group consisting of a firewall and proxy 
SeVe. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the modified search 
query includes an appended term relative to the original 
search query. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the modified search 
query includes a removed term relative to the original search 
query. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the system for modifying 
the data packet resides at the network node. 
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9. The system of claim 1, wherein the system for modify 

ing the data packet modifies search queries for data packets 
bound for anyone of a plurality of different general purpose 
search engines. 

10. The system of claim 1, further comprising a system for 
notifying a user that search querying activities are being 
modified and allowing the user to opt out. 

11. The system of claim 1, further comprising an advertis 
ing system that allows an advertiser to add an advertiser 
selected term to the original search query. 

12. A method for enhancing searches being performed by a 
search engine application, comprising: 

providing an interface for configuring a shaping logic using 
a computer computing device, wherein the shaping 
logic includes a set of key words and an associated 
modification action to be taken for each key word in the 
set of key words: 

monitoring data packets passing through a network node to 
different websites on the web, wherein the system for 
monitoring examines data packets to identify only 
search-related data packets that include an original 
search query being directed to a general purpose search 
engine website; 

modifying the search-related data packet using the com 
puting device when a key word is detected in the original 
search query to create a modified search query based on 
the associated modification action, wherein the associ 
ated modification action is independent of an identity of 
a user responsible for the Original search query, and 
wherein the search-related data packet is modified 
before being forwarded to the general purpose search 
engine website; and 

forwarding the search-related data packet containing the 
modified search query to at least One of an alternative 
search engine or the general purpose search engine web 
site in place of the original search query. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the monitoring deter 
mines if the data packet contains a predetermined uniform 
resource locator (URL) or if the data packet contains a key 
word. 

14. The method of claim 12, wherein network node is 
selected from the group consisting of a router, firewall and 
proxy server. 

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the modified search 
query includes an appended or removed term relative to the 
original search query. 

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the modifying of the 
data packet occurs at the network node. 

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the modifying of the 
data packet occurs at a remote node away from the network 
node, and wherein the remote node processes and modifies 
search queries for data packets bound for a plurality of dif 
ferent general purpose search engines. 

18. The method of claim 12, further comprising notifying a 
user that search querying activities are being modified, and 
allowing the user to opt out. 

19. The method of claim 12, wherein the modifying of the 
data packet is influenced by an advertiser by allowing the 
advertiser to add an advertiser-selected term to the original 
search query. 

20. A program product stored on a non-transitory computer 
readable storage medium, which when executed, causes a 
computer system to enhance a result of a web application, the 
program product comprising: 

program code for monitoring data packets passing through 
a network node to different websites on the web, 
wherein the monitoring examines data packets to spe 
cifically identify search-related data packets that include 
an original search query being directed to a general 
purpose search engine website; 
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program code for selectively modifying a search-related 
data packet to create a modified data packet based on a 
predetermined modification action, wherein the prede 
termined modification action is independent of an iden 
tity of a user responsible for the original search query, 
and wherein the search-related data packet is modified 
before being forwarded to, and independent of the gen 
eral purpose search engine website; and 

program code for forwarding the modified data packet to at 
least one of an alternative search engine or the general 
purpose search engine website in place of the search 
related data packet to effectuate an enhanced result from 
the web application. 

21. The program product of claim 20, wherein the modified 
data packet includes a modified hyperlink. 

22. The program product of claim 20, wherein the program 
code for modifying the search-related data packet includes 
program code for analyzing a profile of a user. 

23. The program product of claim 20, wherein the program 
code for modifying the search-related data packet is influ 
enced by an advertising process. 

24. The program product of claim 20, wherein the program 
code for modifying the search-related data packet is executed 
at a remote computing system apart from the network node. 

k k k k k 
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